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Abstract

The series of articles is devoted to results of investigations obtained using the method of the three-

color three-step excitation ofhalogen molecules recently developed in оцг laboratory.

E!ectronically-excited states of ha!ogen mo!ecu!es аге wide!y-used mode! systems for different

investigations, for ехаmр!е inelastic collisions of the molecules with different atomic and molecular

partners and perturbations in diatomic molecules. They сап Ье also utilized for improvement of quantum

chemical calculations for heavy diatomic molecules.

Since the development oftwo-photon (excitation through virtuallevels) and two-step laser excitation

(optical-optical double resonance, OODR) methods, ап interest in investigations of highly-excited

molecular systems sufficiently increased. These methods allow to populate selected rovibronic levels of

molecules.

Until recently, а population of ion-pair (IP) states of iodine has Ьееп carried out either using two-

photon absorption, or via intermediate rovibronic levels ofvalence states mixed Ьу hyperfine interaction.

In spite of low probabilities of the transitions and intensities of the luminescence, these methods were

successfully employed for determination ofthe IP states spectroscopic characteristics.

In 2010, we found that effective population of IP states occurs using three-step two-color excitation

via BO~ and о;, lu and O~ valence states correlating with the second, Iep3/2) + Iepl12) (аЬ), and the

third, Iep3/2) + IepJ/2) (ЬЬ), dissociation limits, respectively. Later, in 2011 (see [1] in the List of

publications submitted for competition), we developed а method of the three-color three-step excitation

of IP states. The method resulted in breakthrough in investigations of mechanisms of IP states

population and allowed us to obtain spectroscopic characteristics of valence states, which have not Ьееп

studied earlier, as well as transition dipole moments between several IP and the valence states.
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There аге only three valence states of different symmetry correlating with the third dissociation limit

(0%, 1u and 0;;-). Strong coupling of the rovibronic states is observed due to high density of rovibronic

levels of the close-lying states and, as it was found, huge matrix elements of hyperfine interaction.

Wavefunctions of the states аге strongly mixed, and electric dipole transitions to IP states of different

symmetry аге found to Ье allowed. Thus, the population of аll gerade (g) and иngеrаdе (и) states is

possible using this scheme.

The facts mentioned аэоуе make this method unique, not only for molecules of iodine but also for

other halogens.

S.S. Lukashov and У.У. Baturo offered and implemented methods for verification ofthe mechanism

ofthe 0% and lu (ЬЬ) states mixing. The results obtained were reported at the 23-rd Conference оп High-

Resolution Molecular Spectroscopy, 2014, Bologna, Italy and the lnternational conference

"Stereodynamics-20 14", St. Petersburg.

In addition, the valence state О%(ЬЬ) was precisely characterized using the developed method (see [3]

in the List of publications submitted for competition). The method allowed authors to provide extensive

studies of processes in iodine IP states of different symmetry induced in collisions with 12(X) and Н2О

[2], to determine dipole moment functions oftransitions between several valence and IP states ОП2 [4].

Authors also investigated processes of formation of а ХеI excimer in collisions of 12 with Хе (poster

session at MOLEC-20 14, Goteborg, Sweden).

All obtained results have Ьееп published in top-rated journals (Journal of Physics В, Journal of

Chemical Physics).
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